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In dentistry optical coherence tomography (OCT) technology has shown some promise 
as a method to distinguish between enamel, dentin, and restorative materials of tooth 
specimens. Ultrasound (US) technology has been reported with applications in dentistry 
to image deep tissues which offers a means to further characterize various soft tissue 
anomalies. While it is believed that both US and OCT technologies have real-time 
imaging potential for dentistry, their ability to visualize multiple types of simulated 
defects within root canal systems has yet to be tested. This study was setup to help 
determine the efficacy of two catheter-based imaging probes in prepared root canals 
containing areas of interest. Areas of interest herein are cited as vertical fracture lines, 
simulated perforations, resorptive-like defects, sites of intact dentin, and void space 
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variance of the lumen. 33 human teeth were selected and underwent root canal analysis 
using 2 commercially available intravascular catheter-based imaging probes integrated 
with either OCT or US technology. This study proved that intravascular OCT is a very 
powerful imaging modality capable of (1) detecting various areas of endodontic interest, 
(2) yielding superficial imaging data of root canal architecture, and (3) trans-imaging 
tooth specimens from the canal lumen to the external surface of intact teeth at various 
cross-sections. Intravascular US probe was not capable of producing useful imaging 
data per the methodology herein. To date there are no FDA approved OCT probes 
commercially available for use in endodontics. Hopefully this study furthers our 
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Adequate screening of a tooth receiving endodontic treatment has proven necessary to 
increase the likelihood of tooth retention and helps to reduce subsequent potential 
health risks. However, despite the good success rates of endodontic treatments, it is 
widely accepted that cleaning and shaping procedures do not completely eliminate all 
bacteria present in the root canal due to various undetected ramifications, anomalies, or 
un-instrumented canal space (1); rather, a successful outcome for root canal treatment 
involves both mechanical and chemical approaches in order to reduce levels from which 
re-establishment of a clinically significant microbial population cannot occur (1, 2). 
Dental imaging is an essential requirement when treatment planning endodontic cases 
and aides with intraoperative decision-making. It is well known that adequate imaging 
should help elucidate areas of interest in order to enhance dental treatments. Proper 
dental screenings help decrease the chance of iatrogenic mishaps of the root canal 
system (3). Various imaging tools exist within the fields of dentistry and medicine, but 
there are few that may be used in real-time and chairside in order to contribute benefit 
to the field of endodontics (4, 5). A real-time imaging device to aide in visualization of a 
root canal (rc) system would be very helpful, albeit would need to satisfy several ideal 
criteria that would enhance a dental clinician’s ability to screen for a spectrum of 
anomalies. Currently, in cardiovascular medicine, employment of real-time catheter-
based imaging probes serve as tools which allow for safe negotiation of a human body’s 
vasculature in order to visualize various pathologies, more specifically calcified 
atherosclerotic sites of interest. 
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It is the author’s long-standing belief that an endodontic imaging probe should satisfy 
several essential fundamental characteristics: 
(1)      Small enough to negotiate a prepared root canal space 
(2)      Flexible enough to negotiate root canal curvature  
(3)      Capable of differentiating between root canal void space and intact canal walls 
(4)      Capable of detecting internal dental anatomy including iatrogenic modifications     
     and defects that is comparable to imaging modalities like CBCT or microCT 
(5)      Ease of use comparable to similar canal insertion devices like Apex locators 
(6)      Allow for chairside real-time visualization of subject material 
(7)       Ability to render 2-D and/or 3-D imaging that is comparable (if not better) to     
     imaging modalities like CBCT or microCT 
(8)      Possess good native resolution capable of supporting real-time examination 
(9)      Should be able to function when confined within the root canal space  
(10) Should be Bio-compatible  
(11) Device should be able to be sterilized and reused or possess a disposable tip for  
      each use 
Other positive characteristics for endodontic imaging probe use may include: 
(1)      Capable of differentiating between dental material and dentin 
(2)      Allow for stored data review in DICOM or other compatible formats 
(3)      Should be able to function in a wet or dry environment   
(4)      Be inert if not add to the disinfection technique 
(5)      Should be cost-effective 
(6)      Support additional functions including 3D printing 
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Certain medical-grade imaging techniques make use of Optical Coherence Tomography 
(OCT) and Ultrasound (US) technology in order to acquire essential data used in the 
rendering of important images that elucidate areas of interest. OCT and US 
technologies relate to certain wave mechanics that are distinct but somewhat analogous 
in imaging operations. OCT imaging is analogous to ultrasound imaging, except that it 
performs imaging by measuring the intensity of reflected or back scattered light rather 
than acoustic waves (30). The extended range of utility stands to be proven in a 
simulated endodontic-related environment. In Endodontics such a real-time probe could 
lend support for evaluation of part of a root canal system containing certain ramifications 
or pathologies. The comparison of either OCT or US based probes merits further 
investigation. Such an interest would help to substantiate an application which may 
contribute to the enhancement of both dental outcomes and clinicians’ screening 
capabilities. Furthermore, a research project that compares OCT and US probes in 
dentistry may help to justify further projects of related interest and contribute to the 
advancement of the field of endodontic-related dental imaging. The efficacy of such 
probes’ ability to visualize various endodontic ramification of a root canal treated tooth 
remains untested. 
 
Several challenges may impede adequate cleaning during root canal treatment. 
Bacteria are often cited as a chief culprit of failed root canal therapy, albeit root canal 
defects and missed canal spaces contribute to the harboring of bacteria (1, 7). Various 
situations contribute to the failure of root canal therapy. They involve cracked teeth 
(vertical and horizontal fractures), resorptive defects, missed canal space 
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(uninstrumented extra canal), and unnoticed areas of perforation (6,8). The challenges 
associated with each of the aforementioned situations relates with detection and 
management. If a lesion is detectable, then its management may be positively 
influenced.   
 
Cracked teeth are not always easily confirmed chairside without a direct vision into a 
cavity access (3). Sometimes a more invasive surgical approach may be necessary in 
order to help elucidate presence of a crack by means of reflecting a small mucogingival 
tissue flap to improve direct vision of a site of interest. Cracks often correlate with a loss 
of supportive bone structure which may or may not be detectable via current measuring 
tools by probing of intrasulcular pockets circumferentially around a tooth; but this may 
be considered more of a guide due to a need of confirmation with visual inspection (10). 
Horizontal cracks may be difficult to visualize radiographically unless the x-rays and film 
are angled in such a way that allows for visualization (11). Often multiple attempts with 
various angled film and tubehead positions are necessary for attempting detection of a 
horizontal fracture line.  
 
Resorptive defects may be seen via radiographic means. However, they tend to be less 
symmetrical in shape than what displays on a radiograph because areas of eroded 
dentin are not achieved at the same rate by the demineralizing soft tissues (12, 13). 
Unfortunately, the extent of resorption is not easily determined from a radiograph. And 
direct visualization using a DOM is not always helpful due to restricted straight-line 




In endodontics when a procedure results with missed canal spaces and perforations this 
is often due to the lack of good visual cues and perhaps mis angled attempts during 
cleaning and shaping procedures. An improved visualization during various stages of 
treatment can help to reduce the chances of iatrogenic misadventures during root canal 
therapy (12). 
 
Inability to recognize important anatomic areas that should be addressed during patient 
care is typically due to a clinician’s lack of ability to properly detect contributory 
pathology or improperly diagnose due to a lack of chair-side findings. Diagnosis and its 
accuracy depends heavily on available objective and subjective findings. Acquisition of 
case-related images allows a clinician to gather more objective data for the purpose of 
supporting their therapy interests during all phases of care involving initial screening, 
intraoperative care, and postoperative management. 
 
Endodontic in vivo imaging techniques involve panoramic radiographs, conventional 
radiographs, and Cone Beam Computer Tomography (CBCT). It was Dr. Brynoff who 
stated diagnostic capabilities of canal anatomy, or diagnostic accuracy of certain 
defects, was increased when more periapical radiographs were obtained. In his study 
he reported on the accuracy of radiographs for the detection of additional canal 
anatomy and cracks. More specifically, 2 radiographs reflected a 73% accuracy for 
anatomy detection, but it was increased to 87% accuracy when 3 radiographs were 
compared (14). The American Association of Endodontists supports the use of 
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radiographs as the standard for initial screening of teeth with the understanding that 
adjunctive imaging tools are necessary throughout any treatment phase (15). 
Radiographs are not always diagnostic in initial stages of certain pathology such as a 
cracked tooth because crack lines are not always discernable according to Drs. 
Cameron (16). Panoramic radiographs are helpful as a guide for the detection of some 
pathology, but they are not a gold standard in endodontics due to their lack of diagnostic 
qualities. Panoramic radiographs retain inherent concerns of magnification with some 
areas remaining unfocused which may obscure visualization of important lesions or 
areas of interest (15). Similarly, CBCT imaging has its place in endodontics as an aide 
to determine the etiology of endodontic pathoses assisting with treatment modalities. 
Unfortunately use of CBCT is not chairside because the choice to obtain a CBCT field of 
view scan involves the pausing of treatment with relocation to a radiology 
section/department. Additionally, CBCTs while helpful in many ways, they are 
associated with a few drawbacks such as high costs, large amounts of radiation 
exposure, and it may be time consuming to interpret certain field of views within patient 
scans. In one study, the detection ability of SS-OCT was superior or similar to those of 
micro-CT (100.0 %) and trans-illumination (29).  
 
In vivo imaging may be done with the dental operating microscope (DOM) and an 
orascoptic probe. The DOM has several key benefits such as magnification and 
improved direct-line lighting that enhances our practice of endodontics tremendously. 
The chief concern with the DOM is that it will not see past a curvature within a root 
canal. The orascope and endoscope work in conjunction with a monitor, light source, 
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and camera. While current designs of these optical devices are small and somewhat 
flexible, they lack the ability to easily negotiate a prepared root canal very (4, 5). 
Orascopy, while promising as a field of study to help enhance endodontics, still has 
room for further development. Another in vivo chairside tool to help the clinician detect 
certain things such as a site of perforation or root canals terminus is an Apex locator 
(Root ZX II). While there exists 96% accuracy to within 0.5mm from true apical 
foramina, exit/entrance of neurovascular bundle, the apex locator displays a live feed 
chairside but it is in effect blind (17). The apex locator offers no imaging, only a panel 
that relates to audible and visual cues when chair-side instrumentation is approximating 
a root terminus. 
 
In dentistry, the use of a probe in order to help visualize tooth structure is not a new 
concept. Technological advances have enhanced the visualization of conventional and 
surgical endodontic treatment fields. Bahcall and Barss had reported on the use of 
orascopic visualization in 1999 (5). By definition, “Orascopy” is a procedure that uses an 
orascope or rod-lens endoscope for visualization in the oral cavity. Orascopic 
endodontics is the use of orascopy for visualization in conventional or surgical 
endodontic treatment (4). The difference between an orascope and an endoscope is 
that an orascope utilizes fiber optics and is flexible, whereas the endoscope utilizes rods 
of glass and is rigid. The orascope may be used to visualize within a root canal system, 
while the endoscope is used to visualize canal access in conventional endodontic 
therapy and in surgical endodontic treatment (4, 5). Former probe designs have 
involved tubes with internal lattice structures supporting dense reflective lenses or 
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prisms. Many of the former designs have proven bulky and too difficult to be of much 
use clinically when negotiating curvatures of a rc system from an orthograde approach. 
  
Infra-red interferometry and ultrasound represent two forms of technology for both 
noninvasive and minimally invasive medical practices. Either may be used as an 
imaging modality for the collection of key data that can be translated into high-resolution 
cross-sectional images of sample sections and rendered as 2-D and 3-D graphics. 
Various fields of medicine use IR-based and US-based technology for the detection of 
certain pathologies. 
 
Here at Boston University, 2 types of intravascular catheters have been reviewed and 
employed by interventive medicine doctors. Both Intravascular US (IVUS) imaging 
probes and Infrared-based (IR) OCT imaging probes have remained of keen interest for 
well over a decade. To use IVUS or OCT, physicians use a guide wire, approximately 
0.36 mm in diameter, to help facilitate negotiation of small tortuous blood vessels. The 
anterior tip of IVUS and OCT catheters are the critical imaging component that is fed 
over the guide wire with a minimally invasive effect. This form of angiography guides the 
imaging component of the catheter to an area of a blood vessel to be actively imaged 
where often a lesion is suspected in the cases of atherosclerotic plaques. It is placed 
adjacent to the the area to be imaged and is then pulled back through the area of 
stenosis at a known rate while the probe is activated. The imaging element of the 
catheter creates a series of cross-sectional images at sequential intervals and when 
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pieced together they culminate in a single visual representation of the scanned 
substrate for display on a computer monitor. 
 
These catheters, by using light or sound, create high resolution imaging of size, depth, 
and certain indexing of a sample area of interest are made possible by interpretations 
using wave form mechanics. Wave form energy is sent towards certain mediums and 
the interactions create a certain signature that is detectable by imaging probe sensors 
(18, 20).  Material qualification represents broadly varying wavelength requirements for 
each application such as tissue characterization. 
 
The IVUS transducers operate in the 10-20 MHz range, and the resounding echo return 
is sent to an external computer so images can be reconstructed on a screen, usually 
displayed at 30 frames/second. The IVUS catheters use either a fixed array of mini 
transducers, or a single rotating transducer. IVUS has several advantages over 
traditional angiography. It can help better define vessels that are difficult to analyze 
using angiographic imaging, such as determining the lumen size of ostial lesions or 
areas with several overlapping vessels. Also, unlike angiography, it visualizes the 
atheroma and allows measurement of both the lumen and the plaque thickness on the 
arterial wall. IVUS (and OCT) can also identify other abnormalities, such as vessel 
dissection, intimal damage, and can help characterize plaque features such as plaque 




OCT technology uses are akin to US technology but the chief difference being 
employment of light rather than sound for waveform propagation and material 
interpretation. OCT represents a novel, catheter-based, minimally invasive imaging 
modality which operates on near-infrared light rather than ultrasound, generating high-
resolution images of tissue samples that the light waves interact with (19, 20). As an 
example of use, in Ophthalmology OCT technology may be used as a noninvasive 
technique to help determine retinal nerve fiber thickness for detection of glaucoma or 
other neurological conditions. In pulmonology and cardiology OCT may be employed as 
a minimally invasive imaging technique. US and OCT systems allow for imaging 
resolution of the tissue layers in the eye or in artery wall, including plaque 
characterization for assessment of coronary disease (21, 28). The axial and transverse 
resolutions are higher for intravascular OCT which may contribute to improved 
characterization of pathological anomalies over IVUS. 
 
In the United States, Boston Scientific, Phillips, Saint Jude, and Volcano Therapeutics 
are the well-known manufacturers with current FDA approved OCT and IVUS catheter-
based probe systems. The catheters combine with various portable computer 
processing stations which include a docking unit, a computer processing unit, and a 
display monitor. The computer processing stations interact and display high-definition 
data acquired from corresponding imaging components in the catheter-based probes 
(28). Boston Scientific and Saint Jude OPTIS systems are available at the Boston 
Medical Center’s catheter imaging lab—iLab. The systems are available on a cart that 
can be moved to different operatory rooms within catheter labs during patient care. The 
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portable imaging center is an integrated system with a monitor to visualize data 
obtained and transferred via the catheter docking controller specified for either IVUS or 
OCT probes. Boston Medical Center’s Cath Lab makes daily use of either catheter-
based probe type—IVUS (Volcano brand) or OCT (Saint Jude).  Both OCT and IVUS 
systems are relatively user-friendly. 
 
In dentistry US assessments of the oral cavity have been performed in laboratory and 
clinical settings. Ultrasound technology has been reported with applications in dentistry 
as a means to image deep tissues which offers a means to further characterize various 
soft tissues anomalies. To the contrary, dental clinic applications of OCT technology 
seems mostly substantiated by in vitro evidence that supports its imaging capabilities of 
soft and hard tissues. We currently understand that OCT technology can detect 
differences between enamel, dentin, and composite substrates in dentin block 
specimens (24). OCT has the potential to be an important clinical imaging modality, 
complementary to IVUS (28). Currently, there are a limited number of dental-related 
studies that have investigated uses of intracanal OCT and US probes for the detection 
of various root canal-related pathologies in simulated environments.  
 
It would be both helpful and important to establish certain baseline-ideal criteria for 
grading of an endodontic catheter-based imaging probe design. Certain criteria may 
involve employment of an imaging probe small enough to negotiate a prepared root 
canal space, flexible enough to negotiate certain curvatures, would be capable of 
displaying images of anomalies and ramifications beyond straight-line views of dental 
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operating microscope (DOM), it would need to be relatively user-friendly, it would ideally 
possess resolution capable of supporting an examination at a micron-scale, and it would 
need to possess little potential for untoward effects to the patient, tooth, and clinician. 
Although there are orascoptic imaging probes currently used in dentistry (4, 5), no 
imaging probe satisfies in full Dr. Birsch’s suggested characteristics listed on page 2.  
 
Currently, within the field of endodontics, real-time visualization of certain canal defects 
continues to prove difficult if not elusive. The employment of a real-time user-friendly 
imaging probe could offer a means to improve endodontic treatment efficacies by virtue 
of increasing the range for visualization within hard-to-see extremities of root canal 
systems. It remains of great interest to reveal if an US or OCT catheter-based probe 
can be used to visualize calcified root canal structure and various root canal associated 
void spaces. Positive results may lend the opinion that OCT and an analogous US 
imaging technology may serve as a means for advanced dental screening techniques 
for the detection of tooth pathology (25, 26, 29). If IVUS or OCT catheter-based probes 
were used for the evaluation of root canal instrumented teeth containing various dental 
anomalies, then there exists a potential to advance our current understanding of how 
analogous technologies may contribute to the enhancement of dental imaging in the 
field of endodontics. However, this possibility remains to be tested. An advanced 
imaging catheter placed within the confines of a prepared root canal would need to be 
tested initially in vitro. At Boston University no OCT or US catheter-based probe (CBP) 






AIM 1: Determine how large a root canal must be prepared in order to accommodate 
the imaging components of intravascular OCT or US CBPs. 
  
AIM 2: Determine if OCT or IVUS CBPs will image areas of interest: (1) prepared root 
canal space, (2) resorptive defects, (3) small perforation sites, (4) fracture lines.  
 
AIM 3: Compare and contrast the two CBPs functionality for viewing the simulated 
anatomic situations mentioned in Aim 2.  
 
AIM 4: Determine how well each catheter fulfills a prescribed list of key characteristics 
of dental imaging probes: (1) Small enough to passively negotiate a prepared root canal 
space, (2) Flexible enough to negotiate curvature, (3) Capable of displaying images of 
anomalies, ramifications, void space, (4) Relatively user-friendly, (5) Possess good 
resolution/image-quality capable of supporting an examination, (6) Potential for 
untoward effects to the patient, tooth, and clinician. 
 
AIM 5 (extension of AIM #2): Determine which CBP is superior in efficacy and employ it 
for detection of endodontic-related defects in sectioned teeth: (1) prepared root canal 






1:  Both OCT and IVUS CBPs are too large to negotiate root canals without special 
modification of a tooth and the IVUS CBP will require larger file size instrumentation 
than the OCT CBP. 
 
2. The OCT or IVUS CBPs can visualize the RC walls and void spaces. 
 
3: The OCT CBP will visualize RC void spaces and canal walls with better clarity than 
the IVUS CBP. 
 
4:  The OCT CBP will satisfy more of the requirements of Key Characteristics for Dental 
Imaging Catheters. 
 
5:  The OCT CBP can visualize the RC walls and void spaces well with reproducible 
results.  
  
Please note that the characterization by differentiation of defects is not a goal of this 
study. This study seeks to elucidate if CBP technology may present a viable method to 







MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This study used two commercially available intravascular catheter-based probes, their 
corresponding imaging centers, vortex blue rotaries, hand files, and 33 sterilized teeth. 
The Dragonfly Optis system relates with an optical coherence tomography imaging 
catheter by St Jude/Abbott. The Volcano product relates with an intravascular 
ultrasound imaging catheter by Philips. The inclusion criteria included anterior teeth and 
bicuspids that had one straight root with at least one canal. Of 551 teeth screened only 
33 teeth met the inclusion criteria. The 33 teeth were standardized by decoronation. Of 
the 33, 11 were single canal and 12 were multi-canal.  
 
Aim 1 started by selection with selection of 2 teeth. Patency was confirmed using a #10 
file by visual confirmation. Teeth were sequentially hand-filed to a 25.02. Rotary files 
were used in sequence from 30.06 up to 70.06. Any instrumentation required after 
70.06 was achieved using hand files up to 130.02. Irrigant of EDTA was used in 
between instrumentation sizes to help facilitate easy instrumentation with less debris 
buildup. Reporting CBP’s fit with each incremental file size was achieved for each 
necessary subsequent instrumentation until a passive fit the CBP’s entire imaging 
component was achieved for each prepared RC space up to the apical tip. 
 
Visualization and reporting of imaging components’ depth within the root canal was 
achieved using periapical radiographs.  The reporting of the CBP-depth was recorded 
“Total-RC-length ratio as a %”, using a CBP-depth Equation = [(CBP Depth / Root 
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Length) X 100].  This shows what percentage of RC was able to be occupied by the 
CBP for each incremental file size increase.  Instrumentation will be terminated when 
both catheters passively fit through the two specimens. 
  
33 specimens then underwent standardization by instrumentation to 130.02 file size. 
Specimens were divided in to two main experiment groups for this study—group 1 
comprised of 11 single canal specimens and 12 bicuspid specimens, group 2 comprised 
of 10 single canal specimens. Group 1 was used for completion of Aim 2 and group 2 
was used for completion of Aim 5. Specimens underwent visual inspection using the 
Global dental operating microscope and radiographs. The Volcano and Dragonfly 
OPTIS catheter-based probes were used with their corresponding portable display 
centers for purposes of data acquisition and imaging each specimen. An activated 
probe was inserted into each intact specimen with data rendered as 3-D root canal 
models for cross-sectional analysis.   
 
Single canal specimens of group 1 were then split longitudinally by scoring the outside 
of the tooth and carefully fracturing the specimens. Next, the specimens were modified 
by creating small perforation sites using a 1/2 round bur and one crater indentation by a 
football bur along one half of the prepared root canal. Tooth halves were then 
reapproximated with their partner and an external band of composite was cured to keep 
the positions stable. The IVUS and OCT probes’ imaging components will then be 
placed apical of the specimen and activated with pull-back commencing in a coronal 
direction for each of those specimens. Data images will then be analyzed in order to 
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identify detection of the areas of interest and verify absence or presence in binary form. 
Reported data will be placed into tables. 
 
Aim 3 sought to gather the image data and evaluate image quality of each CBP system 
individually and then cross compare. Image clarity for each CBP system will be done 
individually and then cross-compared. The acquired images will be used to fill in a graph 
that will be helpful for rating the CBP’s ability to capture images of the prescribed areas 
of interest based on a binary measurement scale. Any specimen-specific details may be 
reported as well with elucidation of which probe performed better. Each Specimen’s 
scan will be used for filling a graph reporting probes detection or absence of detection 
efficiency as a percent for the 11 specimens.  
 
Aim 4 sought to evaluate each CBP system’s ability to satisfy certain characteristics for 
dental imaging catheters. As a user of the technology, I will yield my opinion of how well 
a single CBP fulfilled several features and the data will be organized into a graph 
elucidating yes or no achievements. Key characteristics include (1) Small enough to 
negotiate a prepared root canal space, (2) Flexible enough to fit passively through 
prepared root canal space, (3) Capable of displaying images of anomalies, 
ramifications, void space, (4) Relatively user-friendly, (5) Possess good 
resolution/image-quality capable of supporting an examination, (6) Potential for 
untoward effects to the patient, tooth, and clinician.  
 
Aim 5 sought to visualize instrumented areas of interest within root canal systems of 
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specimens using the catheter-based probe that has been shown to be superior in the 
study thus far. The group 2 specimens underwent visual inspection using the Global 
dental operating microscope, microphotographs, and radiographs. The superior 
catheter-based probe will be used with its corresponding portable display centers for 
purposes of data acquisition and imaging of specimens. An activated probe will be 
placed into each intact specimen with data rendered as 3-D root canal models for cross-
sectional analysis.  After image acquisition, group 2’s intact specimens will be vertically 
fractured in half along their long axis, thus creating 20 halved specimens with their 
central root canal exposed. Of these specimens 10 receive perforations located along 
the root canal by ½ and ¼ round burs. Of the remaining 10 halved specimens, they 
receive only cavitation indentations along the root canal by ½ and ¼ round burs at 
different locations. The probe’s imaging components will then be placed apical of the 
specimen and activated with pull-back commencing in a coronal direction for each of 
those specimens. Data images will then be analyzed in order to identify detection of the 
areas of interest and verify absence or presence in binary form. Reported data will be 
placed into tables.  
 
All statistical analyses will be achieved with the confidence intervals for a binomial 









Two of the screened teeth were selected in order to satisfy AIM 1 of the study – a 
radiographic study to determine the minimum preparation size for both catheters to 
passively fit through the root canal system. Progression of CBPs’ depth after sequential 
root canal instrumentation may be seen in figures 1-3. IVUS and OCT CBPs were not 
completely passive in fit after instrumentations by 30.06, 35.06, 40.06, 45.06, 50.06, 
55.06, 60.06, 70.06 Vortex Blue rotary files and after 80.02 hand file.  90.02 hand file 
allowed for the passive fit of the OCT CBP in the two specimens, as seen in figure 2. 
130.02 hand file allowed for the passive fit of both CBPs, as seen in figure 4. A 
graphical representation of the data collected during AIM 1 may be seen in Table 1. 
 
Figure 1. Initial radiograph of CBP position within a specimen after the first 
instrumentation by a 30.06 Vortex Blue rotary file. 
 
Figure 1 helps us visualize CBP depth within the root canal system. Both IVUS CBP (A) 




A                                         B 
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Figure 2. Radiographs showing IVUS and OCT CBP positioning in specimens after 
90.02 hand file instrumentation. 
 
Figure 2 helps visualize the CBP location within the root canal system. Figure 2 A and B 
show IVUS CBP is not completely passive in fit after 90.02 hand-file instrumentation. 
Figure 2 C and D show OCT fits passively after 90.02 hand-file instrumentation.  
 
Figure 3. Shows pictures of the two specimens after instrumentation with the 90.02 
hand file. 
  
Figure 3 shows pictures of the two teeth after instrumentation with the 90.02 hand file. 
Figure 3 B shows the OCT CBP fitting completely passively in the root canal. Figure 3 A 
shows the IVUS CBP is not fitting passively after 90.2 hand-file instrumentation.  
 
 
A                                  B          C              D 
A                                                           B 
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Figure 4. Radiographs showing IVUS and OCT CBP positioning in specimens after 
130.02 hand file instrumentation 
 
Figure 4 shows the CBPs’ location within the root canal system. IVUS CBP (Figure A 
and B) and OCT CBP (Figure C and D) fit passively after 130.02 hand-file 
instrumentation.  
 
130.02 is the benchmark file size for all instrumentations of teeth to terminate at for the 
study herein. Figure 5 is a picture of the 130.02 hand-file within one of the sample teeth.  
 
Figure 5. Shows pictures of a specimens after instrumentation with the 130.02 hand 
file.  
 
Figure 5 shows the 130 hand file protruding with patency at the apical end of the tooth. 
The minimum instrumentation size needed to allow passive fit of both OCT and IVUS 
A                                  B          C              D 
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CBPs was 130.02. What is also important to note from this picture is that after 
instrumentation by a 130.02 hand file, all specimens’ apical tip began to reflect some 
irregularities such as microcracks or small fractures as shown here. 
 
From the radiographs we can see a distinguishing rectangular radiopaque marker of the 
OCT CBP. This area was a non-imaging component and part of the 19mm distal tip. 
The radiopaque marker indicates an area that is the same diameter as the true imaging 
array, albeit the marker has no imaging function. Because of this it was determined the 
file size which allowed the marker to fit passively would be interpreted as the same size 
that permits a passive fit of the visualization array. The % of CBP’s imaging component 
that could potentially fit within the tooth after each incremental filing is shown in Table 1, 
below. Table 1’s data was translated from visualization of radiographic images along 
with those shown in Figures 1-5. The conclusion of Aim 1 is that 90.02 instrumentation 
size was ideal for OCT CBP and 130.02 for IVUS CBP. Thus, the overall target 
instrumentation size for all teeth of this study is 130.02 in order to accommodate both 
CBPs of IVUS and OCT. All teeth were prepared using this master file size. 
 
Table 1 shows specimen teeth A and B that were used for OCT and IVUS CBP passive 
fit assessments. The first two columns show how much of the instrumented root canal 
allowed the OCT probe to passively fit into the specimens. Instrumentation up to 90.02 
file size allowed 100% of the OCT probe to passively fit through the specimens. The 
third and fourth columns show passive fit assessments for IVUS tooth specimens. At file 
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size of 130.02 with 100% of the IVUS probe being able to passively fit through both 
tooth specimens.  
 
Table 1. % of CBP’s imaging component that could potentially fit within the tooth after 
each incremental filing. 
% of CBP's imaging component that could passively fit after 
instrumentation 
File size OCT tooth A OCT tooth B IVUS tooth A IVUS tooth B 
30.06 45% 45% 0% 0% 
35.06 48.78% 55% 15% 15.79% 
40.06 53.65% 55% 17.65% 18.75% 
45.06 55% 54.54% 19.44% 22.22% 
50.06 57.50% 57.89% 22.22% 25% 
55.06 59.09% 62.22% 25% 26.09% 
60.06 63.63% 63.63% 27.27% 27.08% 
70.06 66.66% 65.38% 28% 29.17% 
80.02 91.66% 95% 31.81% 30% 
90.02 100% 100% 33.33% 31.81% 
100.02 100% 100% 35% 40% 
110.02 100% 100% 50% 45% 
120.02 100% 100% 66.66% 75% 
130.02 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Note: OCT CBP's distal end and imaging components maintain constant taper 
and diameter. OCT measurements were based on opaque marker position. 
  
 
Aim 2 involved placement of the activated CBPs within the root canal system in order to 
record visual data of scanned specimens with and without defects. It was discovered 
that no multi-canal specimens were able to be used for the defect analysis due to both a 
limited number of specimens obtained in this project and their fragility when 
instrumenting. No multi-canal specimen was able to be predictably instrumented and 
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split in half without shattering into multiple pieces. Several multi-canal specimens were 
lost in this aim as their roots were too thin after instrumenting to size 130.02. All defect 
specimens were single canal, single rooted teeth in origin. Figure 5 above reflects 
microcracking and small fractures at thinnest portion of the apical tip. Figure 5 is 
representative of the effects of instrumentation to 130.02 for all specimens included in 
the study.  
 
Aim 2’s image acquisition of specimens commenced with insertion and activation of the 
IVUS probe along the root canal. However, all specimens’ root canal walls and various 
simulated defects were unable to be assessed during the initial scan with IVUS of the 
intact single canal specimens. It was quickly realized that IVUS does not work in the 
environment of the root canal. None of the scans showed distinguishable data of any 
lumen presence nor dentin wall characteristics. The images were not distinguishable 
from one to the next, and they did not differ according to imaging component’s depth 
within the prepared root canal. Therefore IVUS was determined during AIM 2 as non-
functional in the root canal environment. This result directly led to the projects 





Figure 6.  IVUS screens.  
  
Figure 6 shows an image of the IVUS screen which did not change appearance 
regardless of probe positioning. Figure 6 A and B did not shift in appearance after probe 
was hooked-up, inserted into a specimen, and activated. 
 
Aim 2’s OCT image acquisition of specimens commenced with insertion and activation 
of the CBP along the root canal. The scanned data created real-time imagery that was 
able to be recorded with motion movie format. From the short movie recordings certain 
screen shots for all specimens were able to be shown. Root canal walls and various 
simulated defects representative of the data sets may be seen in figures 7-15. To aid 
with understanding of CBP imaging abilities the visual data was translated and 
transferred to tables 2 – 6.  
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For ease of understanding arrows in different colors have been incorporated to help 
elucidate what may be seen and to mark locations of interest.  A crack may be indicated 
by a yellow arrow. A perforation may be indicated by a Red arrow. An area of resorptive 
like defect may be indicated by a lavender circle or lavender arrow. An intact wall may 
be indicated by a circumferential golden line suggesting the border between intact 
dentin wall and lumen space. The dentin wall may also be indicated by grey arrows.  
Figures 7-8 are scans of the single canal specimen with intact walls. The walls of the 
specimens are always lined with a golden glow and further indicated with the grey 
arrows. Figures 9-10 are scans of the multi-canal specimens. Again, the circumference 
of the intact dentin walls for these specimens are indicated with a golden line and 
arrows indicating areas of interest. Figures 11—15 are scans of the sample specimens 
with defects. 
 
What is interesting to see in each scan is that for each image block there are really two 
cross-sections evident. The axial cross section is relative to the position scanned at an 
interval ot time relative to the location within the instrumented root canal. The position 
selected for the scanned axial frame is shown in the bottom 1/3 of the image block 




Figure 7. OCT scan of intact tooth specimen. 
  
Figure 7 shows 4 A—D images that all reflect an inner ring with golen glow. This inner 
ring identified with grey arrows represents the intact dentin wall of the specimen 
scanned. The inner dark area represents the lumen space, most of which was 
instrumented. The grey arrows are intended to help guide with interpretation of where 
the goldent ouline of the dental wall may be located. Figure 7 A and B are of the apical 
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Figure 8. OCT scan of intact tooth specimen. 
  
Figure 8 shows 4 A—D scanned images that all reflect a circumfrential golden glowing 
ring and grey arrows which indicate intact dentin wall border of the specimen scanned. 
The inner ring as well as the inner enclosed dark area are similar to that shown above in 
Figure 7. Figure 8 A and B are of the apical tip, C is of the middle 1/3, and D is of the 
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Figure 9. OCT scan of intact multi canal specimen. 
 
Figure 9 shows 5 A—E scanned images of a multi-canal specimen. Figure 9 A shows 
an axial scan of the apical 1/3 portion. Figure 9 B shows a scan of the middle 1/3 
portion. Figure 9 C shows a scan of the apical 1/3 portion. A—C are very similar in 
appearance of the canal space but Figure 9 D and E reflect 2 additional scans of the 
Coronal 1/3. The intact lumen of the coronal 1/3 displays a variation of intact wall space 
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Figure 10. OCT scan of intact multi canal specimen. 
 
Figure 10 shows 4 A—D scanned images of a multi-canal specimen. Figure 10 A and B 
shows axial scans of the apical 1/3 portion. Figure 10 C shows a scan of the middle 1/3 
portion. Figure 10 D shows a scan of the coronal 1/3 portion. A—D are very similar in 
appearance of the instrumented canal space for each axial image shown which is 
irrespective of the long axis location where the scanned image was obtained. The root 
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Figure 11. OCT scan of tooth specimen with defects. 
 
Figure 11 shows 4 A—F scanned images of a specimen with continuous vertical cracks, 
one perforation site, and a small resorptive-like defect. Figure 11 A and B show axial 
scans of the apical 1/3 portion. Figure 11 B shows the grey arrow pointing to the area of 
intact dentin wall and the yellow arrows indicating areas of broken wall continuity due to 
cracks. Figure 11 C shows a scan of the middle 1/3 portion with the two areas of 
persistent cracks along with a red arrow identifying location of a perforation. Figure 11 D 
shows an axial image of the middle 1/3 that was obtained coronal of Figure 11 C. Figure 
11 D reflects the absence of the perforation defect. Figure 11 E shows a scan of the 
coronal 1/3 portion with the slightly enlarged area which represents a resorptive-like 
defect encircled in lavender. Figure 11 E’s area of enlargement is also indicated with the 
lavender arrow pointing to the same area within the long axis portion of the image. 
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Figure 11 F shows an axial image of the tooth taken coronal of the resorptive-like defect 
which shows areas of intact wall along with the vertical split’s crack. 
 
Figure 12. OCT scan of tooth specimen with defects. 
 
Figure 12 shows 4 A—E scanned images of a specimen with continuous vertical cracks, 
one perforation site, and a double sided resorptive-like defect. Figure 12 A and B show 
axial scans of the apical and middle 1/3 respectively. Figure 12 A and B show areas of 
broken wall continuity due to cracks. Figure 12 C shows a scan of the coronal 1/3 
portion with the two areas of persistent cracks along with a perforation. Figure 12 D 
shows a scan of the middle 1/3 portion with the slightly enlarged area of the resorptive-
like defect which can also be seen in the long axis view of the image as well. Figure 12 
E shows an axial image of the tooth taken coronal of the perforation and resorptive-like 
defects that shows intact wall and two areas of persistent cracks. 
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Figure 13. OCT scan of tooth specimen with defects. 
 
Figure 13 shows 4 A—E scanned images of a specimen with continuous vertical cracks, 
one perforation site, and a double sided resorptive-like defect. Figure 13 A shows an 
axial scan of the apical 1/3 portion with visible crack sites across from one another. 
Figure 13 B shows the area of intact dentin wall, areas of broken wall continuity due to 
visible cracks and a perforation. Figure 13 C shows a scan of the middle 1/3 portion 
taken slightly coronal to the Figure 13 B scan. Figure 13 C reflects the persistent cracks 
and no perforation visible. Figure 13 D shows a scan of the mid-coronal 1/3 portion with 
a resorptive-like defect, and the persistent cracks are visible as well. Figure 13 E shows 
an axial image of the tooth taken coronal of the resorptive-like defect which only shows 
areas of intact wall along with the vertical cracks. 
 
 















Figure 14. OCT scan of tooth specimen with defects. 
 
Figure 14 shows 4 A—E scanned images of a specimen with continuous vertical cracks, 
one perforation site, and a single sided resorptive-like defect. Figure 14 A shows an 
axial scan of the apical 1/3 portion with visible crack sites across from one another. 
Figure 14 B shows the area of intact dentin wall, areas of broken wall continuity due to 
visible cracks. Figure 14 C shows a scan of the coronal 1/3 portion with a resorptive-like 
defect, and the persistent cracks are visible as well. Figure 14 D shows a scan of the 
coronal 1/3 portion with a perforation defect and the persistent cracks are visible as 
well. Figure 14 E shows an axial image of the tooth taken coronal of the perforation site 
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Figure 15. OCT scan of tooth specimen with defects. 
 
Figure 15 shows 4 A—E scanned images of a specimen with continuous vertical cracks, 
perforation sites, and a single sided resorptive-like defect. Figure 15 A shows an axial 
scan of the apical 1/3 portion with visible crack sites across from one another. Figure 15 
B shows the middle 1/3 area with visible intact dentin wall, areas of broken wall 
continuity due to visible cracks, and a resorptive defect that was placed in the area of 
specimen. Figure 15 C shows a scan of the coronal 1/3 portion with a perforation defect, 
persistence of cracks, and lack of resorptive defect. Figure 15 D shows a scan slightly 
coronal to the Figure C, with intact wall and visible persistence of cracks. Figure 15 E 
shows an axial image of the tooth taken coronal of Figure 15 D with an observable 
perforation site, intact wall, and vertical cracks presence. 
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Root canal lumen 
detected 
Intact root canal 
wall detected 
1 Yes Yes Yes 
2 Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes Yes Yes 
4 Yes Yes Yes 
5 Yes Yes Yes 
6 Yes Yes Yes 
7 Yes Yes Yes 
8 Yes Yes Yes 
9 Yes Yes Yes 
10 Yes Yes Yes 
11 Yes Yes Yes 
 
Table 2 shows that OCT had maintained 100% of the specimen population scanned 
with success.  IVUS failed to yield any reportable data in this AIM of the study. For the 
comparisons in Table 2, with 11 samples scanned the 95% confidence interval for a 
100% repeatable success of OCT is statistically maintained at 74.1%. 
 




Root canal lumen 
detected 













11 (100%)  0 (0%)  11 (100%)  0 (0%)  11 (100%)  0 (0%)  
 
Table 3 shows scan results of AIM 2 for 11 intact single canal specimens. OCT 
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successfully scanned and displayed 100% of the specimen areas of interest.  IVUS 
failed to yield any reportable data in this AIM of the study with 0% success. 
 




Root canal lumen 
detected 
Intact root canal wall 
detected 
1 Yes Yes Yes 
2 Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes Yes Yes 
4 Yes Yes Yes 
5 Yes Yes Yes 
6 Yes Yes Yes 
7 Yes Yes Yes 
8 Yes Yes Yes 
9 Yes Yes Yes 
10 Yes Yes Yes 
11 Yes Yes Yes 
12 Yes Yes Yes 
 
Table 3 shows that OCT had maintained 100% of the specimen population scanned 
with success. For the comparisons in Table 2, with 12 samples scanned the 95% 












Root canal lumen 
detected 













12 (100%)  0 (0%)  12 (100%)  0 (0%)  12 (100%)  0 (0%)  
 
Table 5 shows scan results of AIM 2 for the intact multi-canal specimens. OCT 
successfully scanned and displayed 100% of the areas of interest for 12 specimens.  
IVUS failed to yield any reportable data in this AIM of the study with 0% success. 
 












1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
8 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 








Table 6 shows the detection of areas of interests for specimens 1—11 by OCT. OCT 
successfully scanned and displayed 100% of the areas of interest for 11 specimens 
containing scanned defects. With 11 samples scanned, the 95% confidence interval for 
a 100% repeatable success of OCT is statistically maintained at 74.1%. 
 
Aim 3 involved the analysis and interpretation of OCT and IVUS CBPs.  The data 
collected from AIM2 was summarized to reflect the capability of each probe within the 
environment of the tooth assayed, overall and with culmination of Table 7. Table 7 
relates qualifying interests and the outcomes associated with OCT and IVUS imaging 
probes. The graph reiterates findings that OCT was useful in the detection of areas of 
interest (defects created) and that IVUS was incapable of producing images within the 
in vitro environment tested herein. 
 
Table 7. Effectiveness of a CBP to visualize important areas. 
Areas of interest OCT  IVUS 










Simulated resorptive defect 
Yes, 
detected 





 No, not 
detected 
Areas of Intact root canal wall 
Yes, 
detected 




Aim 4 concerned the analysis and interpretation to better characterize the overall 
handleability of the intravascular CBPs to gain an understanding of their feel and useful 
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application in this tooth-related study. Results culminated in Table 8 with only the OCT 
CBP providing a complete data set for review since IVUS proved non- functional herein.  
 
Table 8. Determination of how well OCT and IVUS CBPs fulfills a prescribed list of key 
characteristics of dental imaging probes. 
Imaging probe characteristics: OCT IVUS Details 
Small enough to negotiate a 
conventionally prepared root 
canal  No No 
OCT required 90.02 HF 
preparation.; IVUS required 130.02 
HF preparation. Both probes are 
impractical for true clinical 
application due to diameter size and 
imaging component positioning. 
Small enough to negotiate a 
conventionally prepared root 
canal (can the imaging 
component approximate the 
apical terminus without 
excessive over-instrumentation) Yes No 
OCT probe was flexible. IVUS 
probe was hard and rigid. IVUS was 
limited by its apical imaging 
components hard plastic encasing 
which would effectively not 
negotiate curved areas in root 
canals. 
Capable of displaying images of 
anomalies, ramifications, void 
space Yes No 
OCT worked well in the 
environment provided. IVUS failed 
to provide any reportable data in the 
environment provided. 
Relatively user-friendly Yes - 
Only OCT may be described in full 
because it was operational and 
effective in data collection. The user 
interface was useful in this study 
during data interpretation. 
Possess good resolution/image-
quality capable of supporting an 
examination Yes - 
Only OCT may be reviewed in full 
because it was operational and 
effective in data collection. OCT has 
very high native resolution and 
proved capable with visualization of 
small defects as well as intact walls 
of root canal systems. 
Potential for untoward effects to 





Aim 5’s OCT image acquisition of specimens commenced with insertion and activation 
of the CBP along the root canal. Root canal walls and various simulated defects were 
assessed.  Data created was in real-time and motion movie format, certain screen shots 
for all specimens are accessible in the appendix of this thesis. The representative data 
may be seen in Figures 16-21. Figures 16—17 are intact single canal specimens. The 
internal root canal wall may be visualized by the golden colored circle; as described 
earlier. Figures 18—21 are images obtained from scans of the split specimens with 
defects visualized. To aid with understanding of this Aim’s CBP images, the data was 
translated and transferred to tables 9 and 10. 
 
Results were similar to those found in Aim 2.  OCT was able to show evidence that the 
defects and intact wall are able to be visualized.  100% of specimens analyzed 
confirmed OCT detected areas of interest.  It should be noted that regardless of the 
statistical value references, Aim 5 was a repeated methodology and assay of Aim 2’s 
study for intact specimens in which the results were identical.  Both Aim 2 and Aim 5 for 






Figure 16. OCT scan of intact single canal specimen. 
 
Figure 16 A—E of scanned images all reflect a circumfrential golden glowing ring which 
indicates intact dentin wall border of the specimen scanned. The inner ring as well as 
the inner enclosed dark area are similar to that shown above in Figure 7. Figure 16’s A 
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Figure 17. OCT scan of intact single canal specimen. 
 
Figure 17 A—E of scanned images all reflect a circumfrential golden glowing ring 
indicating an intact dentin wall border of the specimen scanned. Figure 17’s axial views 
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Figure 18. OCT scan of specimen half with perforation defects. 
 
Figure 18 A—E are scanned images revealing a golden glowing line  that indicates an 
intact dentin wall border of the specimen scanned. Figure 18’s axial views of A, C, and 
E are axial views of the specimens halves inbetween the perforation sites of B and D.  
Areas of shifted wall integrity are visualized in B and D. Figure 18 F shows a picture of 
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Figure 19. OCT scan of specimen half with resorptive-like defects. 
 
Figure 19 A—D are scanned images revealing a golden glowing line that indicates an 
intact dentin wall border of the specimen half scanned. Figure 19’s axial views of A and 
C show specimen halves with large and small resorptive like defects. Figure 19’s B and 
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Figure 20. OCT scan of specimen half with resorptive-like defects. 
 
Figure 20 A—E are scanned images revealing a golden glowing line  that indicates an 
intact dentin wall border of the specimen scanned. Figure 20’s axial views of A, C, and 
E are axial views of the specimens halves inbetween the resorptive like defects of the 
specimen.  The resorptive-like defects may be seen in axial views of B and D.  Areas of 
the wall’s elargment are easily visualized in B and D. Figure 20 F shows a picture of the 
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Figure 21. OCT scan of specimen half with perforation defects. 
 
Figure 21 A—E are scanned images revealing a golden glowing line  that indicates an 
intact dentin wall border of the specimen scanned. Figure 21’s axial views of A, C, and 
E are axial views of the specimens halves inbetween the perforation specimens of B 
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Root canal lumen 
detected  
Intact root canal 
wall detected  
1 Yes Yes Yes 
2 Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes Yes Yes 
4 Yes Yes Yes 
5 Yes Yes Yes 
6 Yes Yes Yes 
7 Yes Yes Yes 
8 Yes Yes Yes 
9 Yes Yes Yes 
10 Yes Yes Yes 
Table 9 shows that OCT had maintained 100% of the specimen population scanned 
with success.  For the comparisons in Table 9, with 10 samples scanned the 95% 
confidence interval for a 100% repeatable success of OCT is statistically maintained at 
72.3%. 
 












Detected ½ of 
intact root 
canal wall 
1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
8 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 




10 (100%) 10 
(100%) 




Table 10 shows the detection of areas of interests for specimens 1—10. The detection 
result of this portion of AIM 5 reflects there is a 100% detection rate by the OCT probe. 
Of the 20 scanned samples, areas of interest were detected with efficiency matching 
Aim 2’s results. With 20 samples scanned, the 95% confidence interval for a 100% 
repeatable success of OCT is statistically maintained at 83.9%. For comparison, with 10 
samples scanned, the 95% confidence interval for a 100% repeatable success of OCT 





















The study was accomplished in five separate aims. Aim 1 sought to determine the 
minimum root canal preparation size to accommodate a passive fit for both OCT and 
IVUS catheter-based probes. All teeth were then standardized with instrumentation to 
the file size determined in aim1. 23 of the specimens were allocated for completion of 
Aim 2 and 10 specimens were allocated for use in Aim 5. Aim 2 sought to determine 
each probes capability of imaging areas of interest within 23 teeth. All data 
assessments reported with a binary type of criticism for evaluation of probe abilities. 
Areas of interest include intact dentin wall, variance of lumen void space, vertical 
fracture lines, simulated perforations, and resorptive-like defects. Aim 3 established a 
cross-comparison of attributes for the two catheter-based systems. Aim 4 was 
established to identify each probe’s traits with individual characterization based from 
subjective user feedback. Aim 3 and aim 4 will conclude which probe is superior for 
visualization of specimens of this in vitro Endodontic setup. That probe will be used to 
accomplish aim 5. Aim 5 sought to examine a probe’s imaging capability of group 2 
specimens for detection of the simulated areas of interest, similar to Aim 2. 
 
Minimum canal/preparation size (Aim 1) 
This study used an unmodified Philip-Volcano’s Eagle Eye Platinum Digital IVUS 
catheter and an unmodified Abbott-St Jude Medical’s Dragonfly OPTIS OCT catheter.  
The CBPs’ housings were kept closed-off, the distal tips maintained their original 
untampered shape, and the guide wire for IVUS was not removed. Chief reasons for 
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these decisions were based on the interests to preserve integrity of the probes and 
possibly help prevent dentin mud from breaching the inside which may interfere with 
either OCT’s optical lens functions or lead to densely packed debris within IVUS’ distal 
end. It should be noted that in this study it was speculated the guidewire may have a 
subtle protective function in the sense of both helping establish a tactile passive fit 
during instrumentation of root canals and prevent dentin mud debris from densely 
collecting alongside the transducer area. The effects of either deformation or dentin 
mud contamination to either IVUS or OCT CBPs are unknown as their distal ends were 
maintained in their original condition. 
 
AIM 1 of the study determined the minimum preparation size for both catheters to 
passively fit through the root canal system. This instrumentation size was found to be 
130.02 for IVUS and 90.02 for OCT probes. 130.02 is the minimum instrumentation size 
required for passive fit of both probes in tooth specimens. The rigidity of large hand files 
lead to significant straightening of the root canal system. It is this authors opinion that 
upon completion of all instrumentation the appearances of the tooth specimens were 
reduced with very little internal resemblance of their former internal organic design. The 
specimens were more akin to hollowed-out dentin block samples rather than natural-
looking tooth specimens. Furthermore, progressive sequential root canal 
instrumentation beyond the apical foramen led to subtle fracturing around the apical tip, 
a reduction of internal root canal curvature, and diminished natural canal flow. It has 
been reported that large shaping files corelate with stiffer file designs that generate 
higher stress concentrations in the apical root dentin during shaping of root canals, 
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which raises the risk of dentinal defects that may lead to apical root cracking (26). Thus, 
the minimum instrumentation size required for an imaging device to passively fit is of 
key concern because use of large endodontic files may inadvertently create undue 
stress during cleaning and shaping. 
 
The largest detriment to the tooth specimens was the excessive amount of tooth 
removal required to passively fit the CBPs. Additionally, the distal tip of the OCT probe 
is a 19mm non-imaging component and intended as a guide to help orient the optical 
imaging portion within vasculature. If the OCT CBP were to be employed as is, within a 
dental-patient setting, it would mean that the catheter would have to protrude 19mm 
from the tip of a tooth in order for the imaging component to functionally scan the entire 
root canal. This is not practical in a dental setting because instrumentation of every root 
canal would have to be extended 19mm into the bone or surrounding tissues of a 
human patient chairside. This would be of concern.  IVUS and OCT CBPs have design 
flaws making them unusable in a real-life scenario unless modifications to their probe 
designs are considered and achieved. Future studies may investigate the effects of 
modifying the guiding ends of catheter-based imaging probes. 
 
Imaging of root canal anatomy (Aim2, Aim5) 
Aim 2 involved placement of the activated CBPs within the root canal system in order to 
record, translate, and visualize scanned data. IVUS failed to visualize specimens’ root 
canal walls and various simulated defects. IVUS was determined to be non-functional in 
this project’s simulated root canal environment. This result directly led to the projects 
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enhancements via creation of AIM 5; which is discussed later. Conversely, the root 
canal walls and various simulated defects were able to be assessed using the OCT 
CBP. Data created was in real-time and motion movie format. Certain screen shots for 
all specimens were stored for analysis. OCT was efficacious in the detection of void 
space and intact dentin surface and IVUS was not. IVUS did not function in the 
environment of this dental scenario. Associated tables for AIM 2 and 5 show a 100% 
success rate for the detection of intact canal lumen, canal wall, and of simulated 
defects. AIM 5’s purpose was to repeat the first leg of AIM 2’s study with 10 intact 
specimens. The repeat of this portion showed 100% identical results to that obtained in 
AIM 2’s study.  And the fractured specimen halves revealed similar findings to that of 
AIM 2’s defect specimens, in that there was 100% positive identification of paired 
defects within each specimen.  
 
What is interesting to note is the observation of distinguishable isthmuses of AIM 2’s 
multi-canal teeth within their respective coronal 1/3. Not all samples in this group had 
isthmuses. Teeth that contained an isthmus revealed the golden colored circumferential 
canal walls encircling both the instrumented canal space and the uninstrumented, 
narrow area of the isthmus.  
 
Identification of defects herein were intentionally restricted to identify the presence or 
absence of simulated areas of interest. The simulated defects’ OCT images were able 
to correctly pair with positive matches of their referencing photographs. Proper pairing 
helped certify that what OCT saw was what we had created in this simulated scenario.  
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For Aim 2 OCT was able to detect 100% of the simulated root canal defects. OCT was 
able to detect intact canal wall and void space of and from central canal lumen. The 
single and multi-canal teeth were considered groupable based on the understanding 
that it was only one canal which had been instrumented in this set of specimens. 
Characterization or differentiation of defects was never an interest in this project. 
Perhaps future projects could seek to build a differential analysis list using, in part, data 
collected from this project. 
 
Comparison of catheters (Aim 3, Aim 4) 
AIM 3 and 4 concluded that OCT CBP was easy to handle. It was able to maneuver 
along the root canal space for all specimens. The disadvantages of both IVUS and OCT 
probes relate to their cumbersome size which required a minimum preparation by 90.02 
hand file to allow a passive fit of OCT catheter versus IVUS catheter’s requirement of 
130.02 hand file. For our practical terms in dentistry these sizes are not applicable for 
in-vivo based scenarios because most root canal instrumentations employ between files 
sizes much smaller. At Boston University HGSDM Endodontics program most our 
endodontic residents’ root canal preparations MAF are between 40 – 25.0x, which 
translate to 0.45mm – 0.25mm apical instrumentation. File sizes of that range are much 
smaller than the minimum instrumentation requirement of OCT and IVUS. OCT and 
IVUS respectively, require MAF file sizes of 0.9mm and 1.3mm in order to function with 
passive fit throughout the entire instrumented root canal. It is important to note that it is 




Handleability of IVUS was poor in comparison to the OCT due to IVUS being very rigid 
and 0.4mm larger than the minimum required instrument size of OCT. While the images 
are not able to be compared, general commentary about the resolution and quality of 
graphics between IVUS and OCT may be noted. OCT has a native resolution much 
higher than that of IVUS. This would suggest a superior image quality. However, this 
remains untested due to a lack of usable US probe for the tooth’s environment. Both 
OCT and IVUS employ non-radiographic means to obtain images and they have both 
been FDA approved for use in humans. Because of this, the probability of untoward 
effects to both operator and patient could be negligible. Conventional dental imaging 
uses x-rays that could pose as known hazards substantiated by case reports relating to 
overexposures. OCT uses near-infrared light spectrum and IVUS uses a US. Both 
catheter-based probes are approved as safe and able to be used in humans. While 
several characteristics were considered in this evaluation of intravascular CBPs, future 
studies may choose to further report on other key characteristics of dental imaging 
probes as outlined in the introduction above.  
 
As mentioned earlier, OCT was capable of imaging the internal dimensions and at times 
the external root contours of apical tips. The appearances of this phenomenon–OCT 
being able to image the external root canal wall—directly relates with how infrared light 
waves physically interact with inorganic and organic substrates differently. Data 
collected suggests that the ability for OCT CBP to render meaningful imaging depth 
information worked best in areas where tooth structure was less calcified or where 
dentinal tubules were less occluded. In general, root thickness plays a direct role in 
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OCT’s ability to image external root surface. These root surface observations allow us 
to better understand the interplay between tooth specimen density and the wave 
mechanics of OCT. In this sense I surmise that OCT’s ability to render any external root 
surface topography of a tooth specimens is inversely proportional to the level of 
inorganic composition. Visualization of the external walls of the roots was unexpected 
and achieved because those were areas where dentin was of a diminished nature.   
 
The comparison of desiccated dentin versus water-saturated dentin on OCT imaging 
capabilities is yet unknown. OCT works on the premise that infrared light waves interact 
with solid state matter at molecular levels by absorption, emissions, and reflection (29). 
From this study, it may be surmised that dentin specimen’s water saturation levels 
would cause only subtle variance of surface wave mechanics. However, by comparison, 
results of this study allow us to speculate that a wall of the root canal coated by a thin 
layer of oil or methylene blue might alter imaging depth characterization more noticeably 
than that of the conventionally paper point dried root canal without coating. This study 
proved that intravascular OCT will function in a paper point dried root canal system 
devoid of irrigant within the central lumen. This is an interesting report because 
intravascular OCT technology was designed to function within the blood-laden 
environments of vasculature. A comparative analysis of OCT imaging efficacy in dentin 
specimens that contain varying superficial coatings of different liquid compounds on root 




Earlier works of the author involve computational analyses that may lend both 
understanding and plausible explanation of how OCT imaging works in dentin 
specimens. Those historical studies were conducted 2002-2004 at NASA Langley 
Advanced Materials and Processing Branch, Old Dominion University Honors College, 
and University of California Santa Cruz Computational Chemistry Department. 
Previously unpublished as well as published research papers investigated various wave 
forms in quantum mechanics and molecular bond attractions. It was found that various 
dipole moment factors in various steady state materials are impacted upon excitement 
by environmental energy forms. The basic explanation of how OCT imaging works is 
derived from the fact that any emitted infrared light will penetrate matter in a non-
uniform fashion with certain domains resulting in altered absorption quotients whilst 
dipole moments of steady state material remains relatively unchanged in other domains. 
Thus, certain non-absorbed light is permitted to transmit back to the imaging component 
for specimen analysis. Spectroscopy of steady state materials focuses on unique 
signatures relating to functional groups and bonding patterns contained within molecular 
compounds analyzed. Interferometry simplifies characterization by focusing more on the 
ratios of light returned/detected in scattered-like patterns from surfaces of specimens. 
From the data obtained it is reasonable to conclude that a substrate’s molecular 
composition, density, organic-inorganic ratios, and thickness all play roles in how well 
OCT imaging will function. In general this can be reported as a scattering effect of 




OCT’s ability to scan dimensions of prepared canal space could prove relevant for 
restorative dental procedures. OCT’s ability to screen for possible areas of lesions, 
variations of dentin wall integrity, and lumen occlusions in relation to surrounding 
structures could impact treatment planning modalities. Future studies may choose to 
investigate the ability to correctly identify and differentiate various defect types of 
selected OCT images.  One such study may compare OCT images of instrumented root 
canals to that of microCT as a gold standard of comparison.  
 
The current study found that the OCT CBP’s 19mm distal non-imaging guiding tip was a 
disadvantage. Further studies may choose to modify the distal-ended tip of the OCT 
probe in order to establish more understanding of the intravascular probe’s functional 
limits. For example, OCT tools employ rotational metrics with its design modalities. 
However, to date no model employs a reciprocating metric within its design. Thus, it 
would be very interesting to see if a reciprocating imaging probe could work equally as 
well as a conventional OCT probe. A reciprocating tool for this purpose could lead us 
towards a new realm for quantum physical analysis of steady state materials with 
several novel applications in engineering and medicine. Further studies may engage 










Data collected from this project offers a cornerstone to understanding OCT use in 
endodontics. This self-proposed research project may serve as important groundwork 
for future studies in Dental OCT imaging.  In this study OCT technology proved to be 
the more functional of the CBPs. The IVUS CBP did not work in this invitro setup of 
tooth specimens. OCT CBP technology demonstrated that the entirety of an 
instrumented root canal, from tip to cementoenamel junction (CEJ) area, may be 
visualized easily in real-time. This study has concluded that OCT CBPs are versatile 
and offer an unparalleled imaging modality for detecting intact dentin walls, variations of 
lumen-wall integrity, man-made defects, cracks, perforations, and resorptive-like areas 
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